The COVID-19 crisis significantly impacts learning and will widen existing inequalities in education systems across the world. Last year, on average, students in Europe and Central Asia (ECA) lost 100 school days of learning, and these closures were different for countries while most of the high-income countries returned kids to schools quickly, some middle-income countries of ECA had longer periods of closures. As measured across ECA countries, the actual learning loss is significant and equates to an average of 0.13 standard deviations or about half a year of learning adjusted years of schooling. In all countries but one, the learning loss was unequal, affecting children disproportionately from lower socio-economic backgrounds. Today, countries in the region want to stay fully open and are eager to support children with learning recovery, regain socio-emotional skills, and reduce anxieties.

“No one is safe until everyone is safe” is the slogan of these days to end the Covid-19 pandemic. Vaccinating teachers and students proved to be the most viable strategy for keeping schools open and avoiding frequent disruption of students’ learning, especially for those vulnerable. In Europe and Central Asia, the approach on lockdown and vaccinations varies to some extent, depending on the socio-economic status, capacity to roll out plans, or governmental media campaigns. A significant factor in ECA countries is vaccine hesitancy. Vaccination availability is higher than in other regions, and teachers are a top priority occupation. The widespread closure of schools and diverse experiences of remote teaching as the pandemic took hold has emphasized the importance of keeping students in the classroom as much as possible to avoid cumulating an incredible amount of learning loss. However, the brave teachers and vaccinated students are still exposed to the risks of mixing with potentially hundreds of households to teach and learn in often poorly-ventilated or overcrowded classrooms where maintaining social distancing is difficult, if not impossible.

A prerequisite to creating this safe learning environment is a high percentage of teachers and students vaccinated against COVID-19. This will prevent further learning losses. Less learning now means less productivity, income, and economic growth in the future.
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